
In this patch we’re sending a mono line level signal from a synthesizer (or similar) 
to the Listen UP module’s 1/4” input. This is normalized to the Mod Out on the 
Listen IO to the left (the signal is also converted to modular level). We then send 
that to the DLD Ch. A input, which is normalized to Ch. B for a two stage looping 
delay. See page 3 & 9-11 of the DLD manual for more ways to evolve this part of 
the patch. Our mono signal continues to the right into the Tapographic Delay, 
giving us delay phrasing with a wide stereo field. For the final output, we take 
that stereo signal and send to the Listen IO Mod In. This is also normalized to the 
Listen UP 1/4” outputs, which can be sent to an amp, mixer, audio interface, etc. 
Two headphone mixes are available on the 1/8” Line Out jacks of the Listen IO. 
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INPUTS/OUTPUTS
Listen UP inputs and 

outputs are normalized 
(already connected) to 

Listen IO inputs and 
outputs.

TAP A PHRASE
You can use the presets 
or tap a new phrase on 
this sensor. See manual 

for more details.

MASTER OUTPUT
Pan hard left and right for 

full stereo field from TAPO, 
mix for desired results.

TEMPO SYNC
Send a clock signal from 

either the DLD or SCM, and 
hold the button down for a 
second to enable sync on 
the TAPOGRAPHIC DELAY.

Send clock signals from the 
SCM to sync the QPLFO. 

Control voltage can be sent to 
the DLD and TAPO for e�ect 
modulation. Experiment with 

destinations.

Channel A is normalized in series to Channel B. 
Experiment with di�erent settings (Feedback, 
Time, etc.) and input/ouput configurations on 

the DLD. Try sending a very fast clock or 
audiorate signal into the Ping (clock) input and 

see how it changes!

CLOCK BUS 
Connecting the corresponding jumpers on 

the SCM and DLD enables the clock bus. 
This syncs the SCM automatically to our 
tempo from the DLD. Try also patching 

Loop A from the DLD to the SCM clock in 
for Time knob control of the speed. This 

will disengage the clock bus.

MAIN AUDIO
Send any audio output (synthesizers, 

samplers, drum machines, iphone etc.) to 
the LISTEN IO & UP inputs for processing.

TWO STAGE LOOPER

CV - ENVELOPES

TAP TEMPO
For this patch, let’s start by tapping a 

master tempo on the DLD (clock bus to 
SCM). Use Loop B to sync our 

TAPOGRAPHIC DELAY. Play with the 
range switches and Time knobs for 

di�erent loop lengths.

Processing Pod: Two Stage Looper with Stereo Delay


